
Name: Exam 2
Math 362 Linear Algebra − Crawford 15 November 2017

Books and notes (in any form) are not are allowed. You may use a calculator – but please indicate when you use the
matrix functions on the calculator. Put all of your work and answers on the separate paper provided and staple
this cover sheet on top. Show all your work for credit. Good luck!

Calculator #

1. (12 pts) Determine whether the following transformation is a linear transformation. If it is a linear transfor-
mation, then find the standard matrix that implements the mapping. If it is not a linear transformation, then
clearly show which properties of linear transformations are violated.

T (x1, x2, x3) = (2x1 − 3x3, 4x3, x2x3)

2. (12 pts) Let H be the set of points on the line x + 2y = 0. Determine whether H is a subspace of R2. If it is
not a subspace, clearly show all subspace properties that do not hold. [You may find it helpful to let y = t and write the

points on the line as an ordered pair (or vector) with the parameter t.]

3. (12 pts) Given the subspace H =


a+ 5b− 4c− 3d+ e

b− 2c+ d
e

 : a, b, c, d, e in R

,

(a). Find a basis for H.

(b). State the dimension of H.

4. (12 pts) Given the following matrix, find the characteristic equation and eigenvalues.−1 0 1
−3 4 1
0 0 2



5. (20 pts) Given that the matrix A =

 1 2 −2
−2 5 −2
−6 6 −3

 has eigenvalues λ = 3 and −3, diagonalize the matrix A, if

possible. Clearly state the diagonal matrix D and the matrix P [You do not need to find P−1.]. If it is not possible to
diagonalize A, clearly explain why.
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6. (12 pts) Determine whether the following statements are true or false. If the statement is false, correct the
statement and/or clearly explain why it is false. [You may answer these questions on this cover sheet, if you would like.]

(a). A plane in R3 is a two-dimensional subspace.

(b). If v1,v2, . . . ,vp are vectors in a vector space V and dimV = p, then S = {v1,v2, . . . ,vp} is a basis for V .

(c). If A is an n × n matrix such that Ax = b has at least one solution for each b in Rn, then the solution is
unique for each b.

(d). For an n× n matrix H, if Hx = c is inconsistent for some c in Rn, then Hx = 0 will have no solution.

7. (22 pts) Prove 2 of the following. Clearly state theorems and properties that you use.
Bonus: You may do (or attempt) all four options and each will be graded out of 11 points. Whichever two you score higher on will be

your base grade. Any points from the third problem will be cut in third and added to your base grade.

(a). (Old) Let λ be an eigenvalue of an invertible matrix A. Prove that λ−1 = 1
λ is an eigenvalue of A−1.

(b). (New)Suppose the vectors v1,v2, . . . ,vp span Rn and let T : Rn → Rn be a linear transformation. Suppose
the T (vi) = 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , p. Show that T is the zero transformation. That is, show that T (x) = 0 for
any vector x in Rn.

(c). (New)Prove both of the following:
(i) If A is invertible and AB = BA, then BA−1 = A−1B.
(ii) If A is invertible, then ATA is also invertible and A−1 = (ATA)−1AT .


